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Abstract: The accelerating development of artificial intelligence not only promotes a 

qualitative leap in my country's science and technology, but also further stimulates social 

and economic development. The application of molecular biology technology(MBT) in 

environmental biology can improve the current ecological environment, so as to better 

meet the needs of modern people's life. In this paper, taking activated sludge denitrification 

as an example, the sludge DNA was first extracted, and then the sludge DNA was 

amplified by PCR using fluorescence quantitative PCR technology, and then the IFAS 

system was used to denitrify the sewage, BOD5 inlet and outlet water quality changes, in 

order to evaluate the water quality standards. The experimental results show that after 

denitrification, the water quality can basically meet the discharge standard of Class B, and 

the removal rate of organic matter in sewage can also reach about 90%, which verifies that 

MBT can effectively degrade and remediate complex pollutants in the environment . 

1. Introduction 

Microbial resources are extremely rich. How to effectively use these resources to promote the 

development of science and technology, thereby bringing economic and social benefits, especially 

how to apply environmental microbes to the control of environmental pollution is worthy of 

attention. The study of environmental microbial diversity can understand the micro-ecological 

structure, and summarize the distribution characteristics of microorganisms in different habitats in 

terms of species and quantity, so as to further control and optimize the microbial community 

structure, it is of great significance to correctly handle the relationship between microorganisms and 

the increasingly harsh human living environment [1]. 

Today, molecular biology techniques are widely used in environmental biology. For example, in 

the study of microbial flora, a scholar used fluorescence quantitative PCR technology to measure 
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the AOB and NOB flora in the biofilm and suspended sludge phase. From the perspective of the 

number of microbial flora, it is revealed that the IFAS system is superior to the traditional activated 

sludge method in the process of sewage denitrification [2]; a scholar used high-throughput 

pyrosequencing technology for the IFAS process to reveal that the two phases of suspension and 

adhesion dominate. A certain scholar used FISH technology to quantitatively identify and distribute 

the nitrifying bacteria in IFAS, and concluded that the attached biofilm in the system is the main 

place for the nitrification reaction [4]. Some scholars combined high-throughput sequencing 

technology to study the utilization of acetate by mixed microbial communities during the adaptation 

period under different growth conditions. This study shows that the microbial community structure 

and its change process are affected by the culture process. The sludge with low sludge age has a 

distinctive community structure, and the kinetic changes of its growth process and the storage 

capacity of biopolymers are also affected by the bacterial community structure [5]. In terms of plant 

karyotype research, traditional karyotype analysis can no longer meet the rapid development of 

molecular cytology and biology. However, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) technology 

solves this problem, and the medicinal Plant karyotype analysis is of great significance to 

cytogenetic research. A scholar uses FISH technology to label multiple different probes with 

different fluorescein and perform fluorescence in situ hybridization, and identify chromosomes 

according to the distribution sites of probes on different chromosomes, so as to solve the problem of 

identifying chromosomes only by chromosome length and centromere position. Chromosome 

uncertainty, and can identify chromosome information according to the number and location of 

signal points [6]. Although the application of MBT in environmental biology involves many fields, 

in general, it is for biological genetics and environmental governance, so as to make the ecology 

more stable. 

This paper first introduces the application of MBT in environmental microorganisms, and then 

proposes the experimental content and experimental methods of this paper, aiming to analyze the 

microbial structure in sludge through modern technologies such as MBT, and then denitrify sewage, 

In order to achieve the sewage discharge standard, the research of this paper shows the excellent 

effect of MBT in environmental pollution control. 

2. Molecular Biology Techniques and Their Applications 

With the development of molecular biology theory, experimental technology has also advanced 

by leaps and bounds. The continuous innovation of technology provides new research methods for 

theoretical research, and new technologies gradually replace traditional analysis methods with many 

limitations. Since the concept of molecular ecology was proposed, environmental microbial analysis 

based on modern molecular biology techniques has also developed rapidly. Microorganisms have 

characteristics that are different from other organisms. In a changing environment, it is easy to 

mutate and adapt to the new environment. According to its characteristics, researches at different 

levels are also carried out correspondingly, such as metabolic pathways and the relationship 

between flora and so on [7-8]. The research on the structural characteristics and functional 

characteristics of environmental microorganisms is the most important research in the field of 

environmental microecology. 

The application of molecular biology in environmental microbiology research has the following 

aspects: 

(1) Monitoring of environmental microorganisms 

Traditional culture methods limit the detection possibilities of most microorganisms. This greatly 
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limits the development of environmental microbial research. However, modern molecular biology 

can avoid the problem that some live bacteria cannot be cultivated, and can directly analyze at the 

molecular level. PCR technology and related derivative technologies can amplify microbial genes 

with low content in complex environments, and can even detect specific genes of a specific flora 

[9-10]. For example, a scholar used PCR and RT-PCR techniques to detect pathogenic bacteria in 

organic wastes such as compost [11]. 

(2) Application of genetically engineered bacteria in environmental pollution control 

Nature provides human beings with microorganisms with diverse functions. On the other hand, 

human beings modify microorganisms based on the characteristics of microorganisms to meet the 

needs, especially the requirements of environmental pollution control. For example, by increasing 

the expression of intracellular enzymes, the ability of the original strain to degrade specific 

pollutants can be improved, or the ability of specific strains to degrade pollutants can be given [12]. 

A scholar expresses organophosphorus hydrolase on the cell surface, so that the cell can effectively 

degrade phosphorus, sulfur and Paraoxon brought into the soil by agricultural pesticides while 

keeping the cell intact. The organophosphorus hydrolase obtained by this method is higher than 

expression in normal cells is several-fold higher [13]. 

3. Research Experiments 

3.1. Experiment Content 

This paper uses MBT to analyze the colonies in activated sludge, uses fluorescence quantitative 

PCR modern MBT to analyze the microbial community in sewage, and uses the IFAS system to 

denitrify the sewage to monitor the water quality indicators after denitrification. 

IFAS system: Because the temperature changes greatly throughout the year, especially in winter 

when the temperature is low, the water temperature also decreases. When the water temperature is 

lower than 12°C, the microbial activity involved in nitrification and denitrification will also 

decrease, thus affecting the process. The denitrification efficiency of the IFAS process is often faced 

with similar problems. Therefore, periodic and continuous monitoring of the microbial community 

structure and diversity in the fixed membrane and activated sludge of the IFAS system, as well as 

the composition and quantity of important microorganisms involved in the biological denitrification 

process, will help the IFAS system to solve the problem of denitrification in different seasons. The 

promotion, maintenance, improvement and perfection of nitrogen efficiency provide important 

theoretical basis [14-15]. 

3.2. Experimental Method 

(1) Extraction of total DNA from sample colonies 

Establishing an efficient and convenient DNA extraction method is one of the key technologies 

to be solved. In the experiment, the molecular biology method was used to analyze the bacterial 

community structure in activated sludge, and the extraction effect of total bacterial DNA in the 

sample directly affected the accuracy of subsequent PCR-DGGE analysis [16]. Quantitative 

detection adopts fluorescence quantitative PCR technology, and selects the NSR gene of Nitrospira 

as the target gene and the bacterial gene as the internal reference gene for fluorescence quantitative 

PCR amplification. 

Sludge total DNA extraction method: 

The sludge kit was selected, and the sludge was extracted according to the kit instructions. The 
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extracted DNA was electrophoresed for 30 min at a voltage of 85V, and then imaged and 

photographed in a gel imager. Qualified DNA solutions should be stored in a -20°C refrigerator for 

later use, and appropriately aliquoted [18]. Quantity One software was used to analyze the acquired 

DGGE images to obtain information such as the number of bands in each lane, band peak area, etc. 

The similarity index Cs was calculated through the software's built-in function, and cluster analysis 

was performed [19]. 
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where P is the band intensity, ni
 is the peak area, and N is the total area of all peaks. 

(2) PCR amplification 

PCR amplification used a 25ul reaction system. The PCR template selects samples diluted to 

20ng/ul, and the amplification conditions are: (1) Denaturation: 94°C, 5min; (2) Annealing: 94°C, 

30s; 58°C, 30s; 72°C, 30s; (3) Extension: 72°C, 5min; (4) Storage, 10°C. The number of cycles in 

the annealing process needs to be pre-tested before the test to ensure the accuracy and reliability of 

information analysis in the subsequent high-throughput sequencing of the sample, because the PCR 

process should use as few cycles (25-30 cycles) as possible to reduce DNA Replication errors, in 

addition, the cycle number of the same batch of sequencing samples should also be kept similar 

[20]. 

4. Analysis of Water Quality Index Test Results 
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Figure 1. Changes in total nitrogen 

Figure 1 shows the change of total nitrogen. It can be seen that the water quality of total nitrogen 

in the system fluctuates between 40-80mg/L, but the water quality of the effluent is maintained at 

about 20mg/L, except that the water quality of the effluent in some months meets the second grade. 
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In addition to the standard, the quality of the effluent in the rest of the months is about Grade B or 

better than Grade B. The removal rate fluctuated between 55% and 80%, and was mainly 

maintained at around 60%. Except for a few months, it generally showed a trend of rising in 

summer, falling in autumn, stable in winter, and rising again in spring. 
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Figure 2. Changes in ammonia nitrogen 

Figure 2 shows the changes of ammonia nitrogen. When the influent water quality of ammonia 

nitrogen in the system fluctuates between 30-60 mg/L, the effluent water quality fluctuates between 

2.5-9.5 mg/l. Except for February and March, other months can meet the requirements Level 1 B 

emission standard, and even up to Level 1 A emission standard in some months. Except for 

February and March when the removal rate was less than 80%, the other months were all over 80%, 

and basically fluctuated around 90%, with a small change trend. 

Table 1. Variation of nitrite and nitrate effluent 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Nitrous nitrogen 0.36 0.43 0.47 0.51 0.56 0.62 0.46 0.75 0.56 0.42 0.40 0.38 

Nitrate 1.54 1.37 1.24 1.21 1.18 0.55 0.58 1.07 0.84 0.96 1.15 1.16 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the water quality of nitrate-nitrogen effluent mainly fluctuates 

between 0.5-1.6 mg/L, and the nitrous-nitrogen content of effluent in winter is higher than that in 

summer. The effluent quality of nitrous nitrogen fluctuates between 0.35-0.8 mg/L, and the effluent 

concentration is low, which is mainly related to its easy oxidation and unstable properties, and its 

changing trend is opposite to that of nitrous nitrogen. 

Table 2 shows the changes of CODcr. The influent water quality of the system CODcr varies 

widely, fluctuating between 260-500 mg/L; the removal rate is basically stable and maintained 

between 80%-95%, and is around 90% most of the time, and the removal efficiency is high; The 

quality of the effluent is relatively stable, with the exception of more than 60mg/L in February and 

April, which is between 30-55mg/L, which is far better than the first-class B emission standard, and 

can even meet the first-class A standard. 
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Table 2. Changes in CODcr 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Water 

intake(mg/L) 
473 345 426 412 376 264 325 420 388 415 457 463 

Out of 

water(mg/L) 
48 63 55 76 52 36 30 45 51 55 54 52 

Removal 

rate(%) 
86 78 82 79 81 83 92 87 85 94 95 93 

Table 3. Changes in BOD5 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Water 

intake(mg/L) 
287 195 236 211 205 184 262 227 215 220 263 239 

Out of 

water(mg/L) 
12 16 17 12 15 16 12 18 17 14 12 16 

Removal 

rate(%) 
92 94 93 95 97 94 92 96 95 94 91 92 

Table 3 shows the variation of BOD5. When the variation range of the influent water quality of 

the system BOD5 fluctuates between 180-300 mg/L, the removal rate can be maintained at about 

95%, the removal efficiency is good, and the fluctuation of the effluent water quality is also small, 

stably maintained at about 10mg/L-20mg/L, far better than the first-class B emission standard, and 

basically close to the first-class A standard. 

According to the above analysis results, after the use of MBT and IFAS system to denitrify the 

sewage, the total nitrogen and ammonia nitrogen in the effluent can basically reach the first-class B 

emission standard, and even reach the first-class A standard in some months, even in winter when 

the temperature is low., also showed a good effect of nitrogen removal, in line with the 

characteristics of the IFAS system, verifying that the IFAS system has a good denitrification effect. 

The IFAS system has a very strong ability to remove organic matter. In a year, the CODcr removal 

rate is about 90% most of the time, and the BOD5 removal rate is about 95%, which proves that the 

IFAS system is very effective in the removal of organic matter. 

5. Conclusion 

At present, the problem of environmental pollution is serious, and the use of MBT to solve 

environmental problems brought about by human development is of great practical significance. 

However, the traditional analytical methods have great limitations and cannot obtain detailed 

environmental microbial information. Therefore, in this paper, PCR-DGGE technology was selected 

to extract sludge DNA to analyze sludge microbial community structure, and to provide a basis for 

sewage denitrification in IFAS system. The experimental results show that the sewage after 

denitrification can meet the discharge standard and alleviate the environmental problems caused by 

the sewage. 
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